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This track was organized by Prof. Xiaosu Cai from University of Shanghai for Science and 
Technology, China, and Prof. Yulong Ding from School of Chemical Engineering/Birmingham Centre 
of Cryogenic Energy Storage, University of Birmingham, UK. All together 148 participants shared 
their researches in this track, including 7 keynote speakers, 8 invited speakers, 116 oral speakers and 17 
posters. 
Organization of this track aims to attract submissions from the community on particle and particle 
system mechanics. Five sessions were organized to fulfill this purpose: Session A concentrates on the 
techniques for particle system monitoring and control; Session B presents the methods for particle 
property and inter-particle force characterization; Session C aims to introduce significant progresses on 
the instruments and methods for particle system characterization; Sesssion D is related to the 
fundamentals and standards in particle and particle system characterization; while Session E summaries 
recent developments in rheological and dynamical characterization of particle systems. 
Although these five sessions lay their particular emphases on different aspects of particle and 
particle system characterization, several important trends can be identified in the measurement and 
characterization of particle systems: 
Firstly, the measurement of primary quantities such as particle size, velocity, concentration, and 
inter-particle forces, etc. remains a fundamental and popular topic since these quantities appear 
explicitly in the basic governing equations of particles. However, besides these traditional measurement 
methods, the interdisciplinary field of particle characterization and particle release characterization 
becomes more and more important with the soaring development of nanotechnology because of the 
environmental, health and safety aspects associated with nanotechnology, as stated by Prof. Michael 
Stinze from Institute for Process Engineering and Environmental Technology, Technische Universität 
Dresden, Germany.  
Secondly, the comprehensive measurement of some primary properties by combining various 
methods and instruments represents an important trend for obtaining new insights into particle systems, 
since partial property information is not sufficient for the particle system characterization and the 
variations of many properties are often coupled with each other. For example, two-dimensional soot 
particle sizing was realized by combining multi-angle light scattering with laser-induced incandescence; 
while Dr. Steve Ward-Smith from Malvern Instruments, UK, combined dynamic light scattering with 
Raman spectroscopy and microscopy to investigate protein stability, aggregation and high order 
structures. 
Thirdly, in-situ and on-line measurement of particle processes are gaining increasing significance 
to meet the requirements of product quality and environment protection. For instance, Dr. Bin Yang, et 
al., from University of Shanghai for Science and Technology, China, measured particle size, 
concentration and velocity of pulverized coal with light fluctuation and correlation method based on 
the light scattering theory, which is highly significant for optimization control of power plant and 
reducing energy consumption. The main difficulties of performing in-situ and/or on-line measurement 
lie in not only the real-time acquisition of physical properties but also the fast processes of abundant 
data or images. The coupling of high-accuracy on-line measurement with real-time data processing, 
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which may involve supercomputing, is an exciting future in this area. 
Finally, the measurement or characterization of dynamical processes and structures has attracted 
more and more attentions of researchers since the variations of these dynamical processes and 
structures possess the spatio-temporal complexity of particle systems. For instance, Prof. Brain S. 
Hoyle, et al. from University of Leeds, UK laid their emphasis on the utilization of a 
spectro-tomography for powder flow and process characterization; While Dr. Huai Nyin Yow, et al. 
introduced their work on the characterization of aggregation or agglomeration phenomenon in colloid 
systems via centrifugal sedimentation; Besides, Dr. Maryam Dadkhah from Otto-von-Guericke 
University, Magdeburg, Germany, characterized the morphology of agglomerates and evaluated the 
influences of process parameters by X-ray tomography. 
Although the summary above may not be a complete description of the recent progress in particle and 
particle system characterization, it can be anticipated that the integration of various measurement 
technologies will be one of the hot topics in order to perform in-situ and on-line measurements of 
hydrodynamic and even reaction kinetic parameters in particle systems. 
